Branch prediction based on neural networks has received increasing attention in recent years. However, neural prediction remains impractical because of its high latency and power consumption. We present a modification to perceptron predictor which reduces both latency and power consumption by dynamically eliminating non-effective calculations.
Perceptron based predictors are highly accurate. This high accuracy is the result of exploiting long history lengths [ 1] and is achieved at the expense of high complexity. The dot product of two vectors is used as prediction. The first vector is the branch outcome history where t he second vector is composed of per branch weights, which represent the correlation between branch outcome and previously encountered branch instruction outcomes. The sign of the dot product determines the prediction. A non-negative value represents taken and a negative value represents not taken.
The dot product computation is performed using an adder tree. For each outcome history, there is a node in the adder tree. Therefore, the tree size increases with the history length. Perceptron achieves high accuracy through long history lengths. Consequently, the predictor latency and power consumption is high. In order to reduce this overhead, we identify and eliminate unnecessary computations.
In order to identify unnecessary computations, we categorize the weights into three classes: NonEffective, Semi-Effective and Highly-Effective. Each class is described as follows:
• Non-Effective (NE): These weights have a sign opposite to the dot product value sign. We refer to the summation of NEs as NE-SUM.
• Semi-Effective (SE): Weights having the sign of the dot product value, but with an absolute value less than NE-SUM.
• Highly-Effective (HE): Weights having the same sign as dot product value and a value greater than NE-SUM.
The prediction outcome would remain the same if we only use the HE weights in the weight vector. Therefore we suggest disabling NE and SE weights in the vector to reduce the overhead associated with perceptorn. Disabling is done after predictor lookup and does not impact critical path delay.
For each disabled weight, the corresponding node in the adder tree is bypassed, thus the final prediction value is achieved faster and with less power dissipation.
We have simulated o ur scheme for several SPEC2000INT benchmarks and for different predictor configurations. Figure 1 presents relative weight utilization achieved by our method. We reduce the weight usage by about 40%. In conclusion, we show that not all computations in perceptron branch predictor are effective. We reduce predictor complexity by identifying and eliminating such computations.
